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For courses in Sales and Personal Selling. Extensive,
real-world applications, carefully integrated with current
personal selling concepts. Selling Today: Partnering to
Create Value helps students understand the value of
developing their personal selling skills by exposing them
to a careful integration of personal selling academic
theory and real-world applications. And with the largest
number of learn by doing materials available in any
personal selling text, Manning/Ahearne/Reece offers
instructors a variety of teaching tools to strengthen the
learning process. As the developed nations of the world
transition from a production focus to a sales-and-service
focus, this cutting-edge new edition prepares students to
succeed as members of a new generation of
businesspeople.
This Online Course Pack consists of International
Business, Second Edition, by Stuart Wall and Bronwen
Rees (ISBN: 0273685910), plus access to a Pearson
Education Online Course (ISBN: 0273700278).
International Business provides an accessible and
theoretically rigorous introduction to the subject. Starting
with an in-depth analysis of the environmental factors,
the book then examines the functional and operational
issues which organisations face in doing business
internationally. This coherent structure is supported by a
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strong pedagogical framework within the text, and further
substantial resources available on a companion website.
The second edition of the text offers a thorough update
of all material. New and revised cases and examples are
extended to incorporate FT articles and extracts,
allowing students to see the practical applications of the
key concepts. Ideally suited for undergraduate and
postgraduate degrees and modules in International
Business, its accessibility will also appeal to "nonspecialist" students from disciplines outside business
and management who take an elective module in the
subject.

The Expert series provides rigorous exam training
for high-achieving students while continuing to
develop language awareness and communication
skills. This intensive course for the Pearson Test of
English Academic exam consists of a coursebook
and MyEnglishLab. This combination of components
will prove to satisfy your students' practice needs
and allow them to achieve their full potential.
Effective medium-term planning is the ‘holy grail’ of
planning. Once teachers are able to conceptualise
learning over a longer period of time, they are
empowered to achieve outstanding learning as part
of their everyday teaching. This book explains why
medium term plans are important and how to go
about constructing them. Key coverage includes:
Practical guidance to support teachers to build their
own effective medium-term plans Examples of
planning in action, exploring
key principles that can
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be applied to your own practice Theoretical and
practical justifications for the importance of mediumterm planning Exploration of the links between
raising attainment and effective medium-term
planning This is essential reading for initial teacher
education students on university-based and schoolbased courses preparing to teach in primary and
secondary education, and early career teachers
seeking to continue their professional learning.
For courses in introductory statistics. A
Contemporary Classic Classic, yet contemporary;
theoretical, yet applied--McClave & Sincich's A First
Course in Statistics gives you the best of both
worlds. This text offers a trusted, comprehensive
introduction to statistics that emphasizes inference
and integrates real data throughout. The authors
stress the development of statistical thinking, the
assessment of credibility, and value of the inferences
made from data. This new edition is extensively
revised with an eye on clearer, more concise
language throughout the text and in the exercises.
Ideal for one- or two-semester courses in
introductory statistics, this text assumes a
mathematical background of basic algebra. Flexibility
is built in for instructors who teach a more advanced
course, with optional footnotes about calculus and
the underlying theory. MyStatLabTM not included.
Students, if MyStatLab is a
recommended/mandatory component of the course,
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please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and
course ID. MyStatLab should only be purchased
when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact
your Pearson representative for more information.
MyStatLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment product designed to personalize
learning and improve results. With a wide range of
interactive, engaging, and assignable activities,
students are encouraged to actively learn and retain
tough course concepts.
Classic, yet contemporary. Theoretical, yet applied.
McClave & Sincich’s Statistics: A First Course in
Statistics gives you the best of both worlds. This text
offers a trusted, comprehensive introduction to statistics
that emphasizes inference and integrates real data
throughout. The authors stress the development of
statistical thinking, the assessment of credibility, and
value of the inferences made from data. The Eleventh
Edition infuses a new focus on ethics, which is critically
important when working with statistical data. Chapter
Summaries have a new, study-oriented design, helping
students stay focused when preparing for exams. Data,
exercises, technology support, and Statistics in Action
cases are updated throughout the book. In addition,
MyStatLab will have increased exercise coverage and
two new banks of questions to draw from: Getting Ready
for Stats and Conceptual Question Library. Ideal for oneor two-semester courses in introductory statistics, this
text assumes a mathematical background of basic
algebra. Flexibility is built in for instructors who teach a
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more advanced course, with optional footnotes about
calculus and the underlying theory.
Sm Business Stat First CourseInternational Business
Online Course Content - Access CodeFinancial
Times/Prentice HallCutting Edge Starter Teacher's Book
Version 2Longman
Welcome to CCNP Routing and Switching SWITCH
300-115 Pearson uCertify Course CCNP Routing and
Switching SWITCH 300-115 Pearson uCertify Course is
an easy-to-use online course that allows you to assess
your readiness and teaches you what you need to know
to pass the Cisco CCNP SWITCH exam. The course
starts off with a pre-assessment where each question
has a full explanation and points you to the chapter
where you can learn about the objective. Then you can
master all of the Cisco CCNP Routing and Switching
SWITCH 300-115 exam objectives in the framework of
CCNP Routing and Switching SWITCH 300-115 Official
Cert Guide interactive eBook. The interactive eBook
includes informative text, tables, step-by-step lists,
images, video, interactive exercises, and review
activities. Each chapter also includes glossary flash
cards. Gauge your readiness with a pre-assessment
exam with questions specifically designed to identify your
deficiencies. Then after you have worked through the
course material practice with two complete practice tests
and then take the final post assessment to see if you are
ready or where you need to study more. In total there are
over 600 practice questions. All of the content-the
complete Official Cert Guide, the 5+ hours of video
instruc.tion, the practice questions, and the exercises-is
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focused around the official Cisco CCNP Routing and
Switching SWITCH exam objectives.
Teachers around the world trust New Cutting Edgeto deliver a
comprehensive, practical language syllabus and an
impressive range of teaching resources.
Web-based learning and exam preparation Welcome to the
CCNA Security 210-260 Pearson uCertify Course The CCNA
Security 210-260 Pearson uCertify Course is an easy-to-use
online course that allows you to assess your readiness and
teaches you what you need to know to pass the CCNA
Security 210-260 exam. Master all of the CCNA Security
210-260 exam objectives in the framework of CCNA Security
210-260 Official Cert Guide interactive eBook. The interactive
eBook includes informative text, tables, step-by-step lists,
images, video. interactive exercises, glossary flash cards, and
review activities. Gauge your readiness with a preassessment exam with questions specifically designed to
identify your deficiencies. Then after you have worked
through the course material practice with two complete exam
simulations to see if you are ready or where you need to
study more. Finally there is a post assessment to get you
ready for exam day. In total there are over 290 practice exam
questions. All of the content--the complete textbook, the
practice questions, the exercises, and the activities--is
focused around the official CCNA Security 210-260 exam
objectives.
This Online Course Pack consists of Understanding
Organisational Context, Second Edition (ISBN: 0273676601),
plus access to a Pearson Education Online Course.
Understanding Organisational Context provides a
comprehensive introduction to the internal and external
aspects of organisations. It examines structures, resources
and functions, as well as behaviour and culture, And finishes
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by addressing the issues involved in the management of a
changing environment. The text offers strong pedagogical
support with many activities integrated throughout the text to
encourage the acquisition of knowledge and the development
of skills.

'Speakout' is a 6-level general English course for
adults, bridging the gap between the classroom and
the real world helping students express themselves
in English.
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